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Abstract 

Loading the composite core of a reactor with mixed uranium oxide (MOX) is essential for 
fuel campaigning.  Moreover, low-enriched uranium (LEU) fuels are used in commercial 
power reactors, with proven computing methodologies to accurately predict neutron 
distributions. Neutronics programs are essential in the study of mixed uranium–plutonium 
oxides at low uranium enrichments for a light-water reactor, such as WWER-1000. Inquiries 
into both computational and experimental benchmarks are made. The first collision-
probability methodology was supported by GETERA and SERPENT softwares and used to 
study the neutronic attributes of those bands under various reactor statuses. New 
computational methods for the (UO2 + Gd) and (UO2 + PuO2 + Gd) fuel assemblies are 
expected by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) for use 
in the WWER-1000. In this paper, a burnup-computing benchmark is presented, 
representing the simulation that is expected for use in the plutonium-disposal task. The aim 
of this work is to analyze the results in term of the GETERA and SERPENT softwares tool, 
checking the BNAB-93 nuclear-data library for results already received within the 
benchmark. 
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1. Introduction 

Mixed-oxide fuel has been widely utilized in the nuclear field since the 1980s, 
although it is still less-widely used than the traditional conventional uranium dioxide 
(UO2) fuels. Nevertheless, both the United States and Russian Federation have 
declared a significant surplus of weapons-grade (WG)plutonium over their defense 
needs, and the two countries are working under mutual agreement toward a plan 
aimed at the disposition of this plutonium surplus in nuclear reactors in the form of 
mixed-oxide fuel. This agreement aims at the disposition of approximately 34 tons of 
WG plutonium by each country over the next 25 years [1]. Due to their being 
relatively little experience with using MOX fuels in the two countries, the Nuclear 
Atomic Energy Agency (NEA) and the Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development (OECD) formed a group of international experts to distribute up-to-date 
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information and share existing expertise in reactor physics and MOX fuel-cycle-
related issues.  

The Russian efforts are focused on using WG MOX in both fast (BN-600) and light-
water reactors (WWER-1000); consequently, the certification of computational 
codes, the design of MOX-fuel assemblies, and the core configurations are crucial. 
Valuable benchmarking efforts have been made by OECD/NEA experts to advance 
the process of code certification. The group has also worked to provide experimental 
data and sponsored benchmarking exercises. One such benchmarking activity 
conducted by the experts group was the establishment of theWWER-1000 MOX 
Assembly Computational Benchmark, which was conducted with the participation of 
five institutions, including the Russian Research Center–Kurchatov Institute (RRC-
KI), Russia (using the MCU and TVS-M codes), Belgonucléaire, Belgium (using 
WIMS8A), Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), USA (using the HELIOS code), 
Gesellschaft für Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, Germany (using 
MCNP4B), and the KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute, Hungary (using the 
MULTICELL code). The data libraries utilized by the participants include ENDF/B-VI, 
JEF-2.2, and MCUDAT-2.1, as well as a compilation of cross-sectional data 
employed by MCU and TVS-M at the RRC-KI [2]. 

The GETERA software tool is designed for analyzing the circulation of energy in the 
neutron space within cells and poly cells of the reactor through the first-collision-
probability approximation, as well as the approximations of multiple groups [3]. The 
code uses the BNAB-93 nuclear-data library [4], which contains nuclear data for 135 
nuclides in 299 energy bands [5]. The GETERA software displays an impressive 
ability to perform fuel-deficiency computations for one fuel cell [6].  

Serpent is a multipurpose, reactor physics burnup calculation, three-dimensional 
continuous-energy Monte Carlo particle transport software developed since 2004 at 
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland [8]. The Serpent can achieve  criticality  
calculations,  fuel  cycle,  research reactors, coupling with thermal hydraulics codes, 
radiation dose rate calculations, shielding and fusion and  medical  physics and the 
recent  versions  was realized  for  more  complicated  reactor  physics 
modelling.Criticality calculation and isotopic tracing for one infinite in Z-axis VVER-
1000 assembly are done by SERPENT (2.31) software using five different data 
libraries: ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDF/B-VII, JEF-2.2, JEFF-3.1 and JEFF-3.1.1. 

In this paper, the WWER-1000 MOX Assembly computational-benchmark exercise 
is conducted using the GETERA and Serpent softwares tools. The aim is to verify 
this tool by performing neutronic computations for the WWER-1000 MOX Assembly 
benchmark model using simulations of the poly cells. By comparing the code-
calculation results with the benchmark-test results, the accuracy of the GETERA and 
Serpent softwares tools will be verified and the code library will be further enhanced, 
eventually allowing advanced versions of it to be developed. 
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2.  The Benchmark-model Description 

Two different fuel assemblies (FAs) were used as benchmark models; they were 
selected based on their similarity to the designs anticipated for use in plutonium 
disposition in WWER-1000 reactors. These FAs are uniform low-enriched-uranium 
FAs with 12 uranium–gadolinium (U-GD) rods (UGD variant) and MOX FAs threaded 
with 12 U-GD rods (MOXGD variant). The assemblies are hexagonal and consist of 
one central tube with 312 fuel-pin locations (12 of which are U-GD fuel rods), in 
addition to 18 guide-tube cells. The fuel-cladding and construction materials are 
composed of Zr–Nb alloy. 

The LEU assembly (U-GD variant) in Fig. 1consists of fuel rods with 3.7%235U-
enrichmentand12 U-GD fuel rods with 3.6% 235U enrichment and 4.0 wt.% 
gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3). The MOX assembly (MOXGD variant) in Fig.2 consists 
of fuel rods with the following three loadings of plutonium: 

1. The central area with MOX-fuel rods that contain4.2 wt. % fissionable plutonium 
(93% 239PU content); 

2. Two rings of fuel rods with 3.0 wt. % fissionable plutonium; 

3. An outer ring of fuel rods with 2.0 wt.% fissionable plutonium. 

In addition to plutonium loadings, the MOX assembly contains 12 U-GD fuel cells 
with 3.6% 235U enrichment and 4.0 wt.% gadolinium oxide (Gd2O3) with the same 
locations and design as in the U-GD variant assembly configuration. 
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                            Fig 2. MOX assembly configuration 

 

3. GETERA Simulation Method 

The LEU and MOX assemblies were characterized by the GETERA software tool 
using the poly cells simulations; the cells were associated with usage interface 
currents. Each hexagonal cell as shown in the Fig .3 has been converted to an 
equivalent cycle-shaped cell for the purpose of simulation analysis in GETERA. The 
Cells of coolant (66 cells) were added to the fringe of the assembly to model the 
outer boundary. consists of coolant an identical methodology was used [7]. A 
reflective boundary condition was used. For the U-GD pins, the fuel area was 
divided into five annular sub-areas of equivalent volume, to calculate for the spatial 
and mutual self-shielding impact of the main gadolinium isotopes and to investigate 
the difference of the concentration of some nuclides as a function of radii of the pins. 

Fig 1. LEU assembly configuration  
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Fig 3. Geometry of the LEU and MOX-fuel cells  

 

Three different coolant and moderator types were used in the benchmark: Moderator 
1 (MOD-1), Moderator 2 (MOD-2) and Moderator 3(MOD-3). All three types consist 
of water, but with different densities, temperatures, and boron concentrations. 
Benchmarks were studied with five different reactor states, as shown in Table 1. For 
the State of poisoned operating condition, fuel has been depleted at a constant 
power density of 108 MW/m3 to 40 MWd/kgHM. Eighty repetitions were used, 
namely: 50 steps of 0.2 MWD/ kgHM as an audience, followed by 30 steps of 1.0 
MWd/kgHM. Other reactor states were neglected. 

Table 1. Reactor-state parameters. [2] 

  

 

4. Serpent, Simulation Method 

The serpent may be a multipurpose, reactor physics burnup calculation, three-
dimensional continuous-energy Monte Carlo particle transport code developed since 
2004 at VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland [8]. The serpent is able to do 

State Fueltemp. 
(K) 

Non-
fueltemp. 
(K) 

135 Xe,149 
Sm 

Moderator 
type 

Boron 
(ppm) 

Moderator 
density (g/cm3) 

S1 1027 575 Eq. MOD-1 600 0.7235 

S2 1027 575 0.0 MOD-1 600 0.7235 

S3 575 575 0.0 MOD-1 600 0.7235 

S4 575 575 0.0 MOD-2 0.0 0.7235 

S5 300 300 0.0 MOD-3 0.0 1.0033 

Moderator 

Rclad = 0.4582 cm 

Rfuel = 0.3860 cm 

h = 1.275 cm 
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criticality calculations, fuel cycle, research reactors, coupling with thermal-hydraulics 
codes, radiation rate calculations, shielding and fusion, and medical physics, and 
therefore the recent versions was realized for more complicated reactor physics 
modeling. 

Criticality calculations and isotopic tracking for one infinite in Z-axis VVER-1000 fuel 
assembly are done by SERPENT (2.31) code using five different data libraries: 
ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDF/B-VII, JEF-2.2 and JEFF-3.1. The results are obtained by 
simulating 70 000 neutrons distributed over 500 cycles and for the right convergence 
of the fission source the primary 100 criticality cycles are skipped. 

The maximum correspondent statistical errors are within the order of 22E−5 and 
2E−3 for kinf and isotopic tracking respectively. The SERPENT software uses built-
in calculation routines for the burn-up calculation which is typically divided into two 
steps [9]. the primary step is that the transport cycle during which the rates of all 
neutron-induced transmutation reactions are calculated. These data are then 
combined with decay constants and fission product yields read from nuclear data 
libraries. within the second stage, the Bateman equations describing the isotopic 
changes within the irradiated materials are solved by means of the CRAM method 
and then the method is repeated using the updated material compositions. 

As far because the burnup calculations are concerned, in SERPENT (2.31) the fuel 
has been depleted at a continuing power density of 39E-3 kW/gm and 20 depletion 
steps over the irradiation time are considered, this consisting in 15 steps of 1 
MWd/kgHM up to 15 MWd/kgHM followed by 5 steps of 5 MWd/kgHM up to 40 
MWd/kgHM.. 

Furthermore, within the simulations and so as to account for the spatial and mutual 
self-shielding effect of most gadolinium isotopes the fuel pins containing gadolinium 
are divided into ten annular sub-regions of equal area. 

 

5. Results and Discuss: 

5.1 Results of GETERA Simulation  

5.1.1. Infinite Multiplication Factor 

Graphs of the infinite multiplication factors (Kinf) versus burnup for the LEU and 
MOX-FAs are shown in Figs.4 and 5 in the case of the poisoned operation S1. The 
calculation results obtained by GETERA have been compared with the mean values 
of the benchmark-exercise results to measure and detect deviations. For the LEU 
assembly, the burn up increases at the beginning of the cycle due to the 
accumulation of 239Pu and the rapid combustion of gadolinium isotopes. For MOX, 
this cannot be seen due to the harder neutron spectrum. 
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Fig 4.  Infinite multiplication factor (kinf) of 
the WWER-1000 LEU fuel assembly 
versus burnup obtained with GETERA 
calculations 

Fig 5. Infinite multiplication factor (kinf) 
of the WWER-1000 MOX fuel 
assembly versus burnup obtained with 
GETERA calculations  

 

GETERA's deviation from the benchmark-mean values of certain burn up points and 
the comparison of the results with the MCU (also based on the collision-probability 
method) are listed in Tables 2–5. The results show good agreement with the 
benchmark-mean values; however, in the case of a large rise, GETERA shows 
deviations, which may be due to the absence of some standard isotopes in the data 
library used (152Gd, 158Gd, and 160Gd). 

 

Table 2. UGD Variant. Kinf. Abs. Deviation from Mean Value 

Burnup 

MWd/kgHM 

MCU-PTR Benchmark 
Mean(BM) 

GETERA ∆k 

(GETERA-BM).103 

0 1.1351 1.1350 1.1380 3 

10 1.1282 1.1277 1.1210 -6.7 

20 1.0401 1.0411 1.0460 4.9 

40 0.9090 0.9065 0.9170 10.5 
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Table 3. MOXGD Variant. Kinf. Abs. Deviation from Mean Value 

Burnup 

MWd/kgHM 

MCU-PTR Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

GETERA ∆k 

(GETERA-
BM).103 

0 1.1551 1.1566 1.1491 7.5 

10 1.0696 1.0744 1.068 -6.4 

20 1.0124 1.0160 1.0125 -3.5 

40 0.9076 0.9015 0.9044 2.9 

 

Table 4. UGD Variant. Kinf. Abs for the S1 – S5 states at zero burn up  

state MCU-PTR GETERA Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

∆k 

(GETERA-BM).103 

S1 1.1353 1.1380 1.1350 3 

S2 1.1778 1.1784 1.1754 3 

S3 1.1896 1.1923 1.1891 3.2 

S4 1.2496 1.2522 1.2489 3.3 

S5 1.3195 1.3207 1.3175 3.2 

 

 

Table 5. MOXGD Variant. Kinf. Abs for the S1 – S5 states at zero burn up  

 

 

1.1.  
1.2.  
1.3.  
1.4.  
1.5.  
1.6.  
1.7.  
1.8.  
 

 

 

state MCU-PTR GETERA Benchmark 
Mean(BM) 

∆k 

(GETERA-BM).103 

S1 1.1553 1.1491 1.1566 -7.5 

S2 1.1875 1.1808 1.1899 -9.1 

S3 1.2044 1.2032 1.2073 -4.1 

S4 1.2386 1.2338 1.2422 -8.4 

S5 1.3174 1.3153 1.3209 -5.6 
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5.1.2. Reactivity Effects 

The effects of reactivity based on the results of the quinoa for the various reactor 
cases have been identified and listed in Tables 6 and 7. The results show good 
performance in all metrics related to the LEU assembly; however, for the MOX 
assembly, a 14.4% relative deviation from the poisoning effect and a 22.9 % relative 
deviation from the Doppler Effect was observed. The reactivity effects of 135Xe, 
149Sm, and soluble Boron are found to be less negative in the MOX range; this can 
be explained by the harder neutron spectrum. 

 

Table 6.  UGD. Reactivity Effects, 100*(Kinit-Kfin)  

 

Initial 
state  

Final 
state  

Comment   MCU-PTR GETERA  Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

S1  S2  Xe+Sm, 
Cb>0  

-4.23 -4.04  -4.03 

S2 S3 Boron 0.6 
g/kg 

1.25 -1.39 -1.37 

S3  S4 T fuel ,Cb>0  -6.00 -5.99 -5.98 

S4  S5  T all ,Cb=0  -6.95 -6.85 -6.86 

 

Table 7.  MOXGD. Reactivity Effects, 100*(Kinit-Kfin)  

 

Initial 
state 

Final 
state 

Comment MCU-PTR GETERA Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

S1  S2  Xe+Sm, 
Cb>0  

-3.23 -3.17 -3.33 

S2 S3 Boron 0.6 
g/kg 

-1.71 -2.24 -1.74 

S3 S4 T fuel ,Cb>0  -3.35 -3.06 -3.49 

S4 S5  T all ,Cb=0  -7.93 -8.15 -7.87 
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5.1.3. Isotopic composition Changes with Burn up 

The fuel distributions in all nuclides of the fuel composition were determined using 
GETERA. In general, the code showed good performance in terms of the 
concentration of nuclides in both assemblies at low burn up levels. The average 
concentration of nuclides vs. burn up is shown in Figures 6 to 13. At higher burn up 
levels, some deviations were detected; however, good agreement was observed for 
most nuclides. At 40 MWd/kgHM burn up, the concentration of 155Gd was predicted 
with a relative deviation of 47% from the benchmark-standard mean in the MOX 
assembly. For the LEU assembly, some deviations were observed, and the 
maximum values were reached for 236U, 240Pu, and 155Gd at 40 MWd/kgHM with 
relative deviations of 71%, 68%, and 48% respectively. However, for 235U, 238U, and 
239Pu, the results showed satisfactory agreement in both assemblies. The relative 
deviations for the LEU assembly did not exceed 2%, 0.07%, or3% for the three 
isotopes, respectively; for the MOX assembly, the relative deviations are 3.6%, 
0.04%, and 4.6% respectively.  

 

 

 

Fig 6.  Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for uranium isotope 235U 

Fig 7. Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for uranium isotope 238U 
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Fig 8.  Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for uranium isotope 239U 

Fig 9. Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for Plutonium isotope 239Pu 

 

 

 
 

Fig 10.  Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for Plutonium isotope 240Pu 

Fig 11. Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for Plutonium isotope 241Pu 
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Fig 12. Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for Plutonium isotope 242Pu 

Fig 13. Average concentration  

vs.Burnup for Xenon isotope 135Xe 

 

5.2 Results of Serpent Simulation 

5.2.1. Infinite Multiplication Factor 

      In figs (14 and 15), and tables (8,9) the new SERPENT reference solutions for 
kinf obtained with : ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDF/B-VII, JEFF-2.2 and JEFF-3.1 nuclear data 
are presented alongside the Benchmark results obtained with JEFF2.2, JEFF3.1, 
ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDF/B-VII data. When comparing the reactivity values computed 
with the SERPENT code and JEFF libraries, a scientific under prediction when using 
JEFF3.1 with reference to JEF2.2 is often outlined for the LEU assemblies. For the 
MOX assembly, however, the JEFF3.1 yields larger values than JEF2.2. 
Furthermore, the kinf computed with the ENDF/B-VII library is larger by 100 –200 
pcm with reference to ones evaluated with the JEFF3.1 library. of these highlighted 
trends are according to the expected values as given in literature.[10,11]. 
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Table 8. UGD Variant. Kinf. Abs for the S1 – S5 states at zero burn up  

State Serpent(SE) 

[ENDF/B-
VI.8] 

Serpent 

[ENDF/B-
VII] 

Serpen
t 

[JEFF-
2.2] 

Serpent 

[JEFF-3.1] 

Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

∆k 

(SE-
BM).103 

S1 1.1347 1.1312 1.1385 1.133 1.1350 3 

S2 1.1758 1.17181 1.1793 1.1732 1.1754 4 

S3 1.1898 1.1815 1.1936 1.1878 1.1891 0.7 

S4 1.250 1.2458 1.2538 1.2475 1.2489 2.5 

S5 1.3228 1.3189 1.3236 1.3207 1.3175 5.3 

 

 

Table 9. MOXGD Variant. Kinf. Abs for the S1 – S5 states at zero burn up  

State Serpent(SE) 

[ENDF/B-
VI.8] 

Serpent 

[ENDF/B-
VII] 

Serpent 

[JEFF-
2.2] 

Serpent 

[JEFF-3.1] 

Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

∆k 

(SE-
BM).103 

S1 1.1629 1.1602 1.159 1.1622 

 

1.1566 6.3 

S2 1.1901 1.1943 1.1921 1.1955 1.1899 0.2 

S3 1.2083 1.2114 1.2091 1.2123 1.2073 1 

S4 1.2435 1.246 1.2442 1.2472 1.2422 1.3 

S5 1.325 1.327 1.3259 1.3291 1.3209 4.1 

 

 

5.2.2. Reactivity Effects 

       

The results are summarized in Tables 10 and 11. As far because the poisons effect, 
since within the SERENT code it's impossible to impose the equilibrium of samarium 
at beginning of irradiation, only the xenon effect has been considered in our 

Fig 14.  Infinite multiplication factor (kinf) of the 

WWER-1000 LEU fuel assembly versus burnup 

obtained with Serpent calculations 

Fig 15.  Infinite multiplication factor (kinf) of the 

WWER-1000 LEU fuel assembly versus burnup 

obtained with Serpent calculations 
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analysis. The effect on the system reactivity thanks to 135Xe was found to be lower 
within the case of MOX fuel because of its harder neutron spectrum with reference 
to the LEU fuel. The average calculated difference in kinf between S2 and S1 are 
407 pcm and 319 pcm within the case of LEU and MOX respectively. The soluble 
boron effect has been evaluated for a boron change of 600 ppm between the 
isothermal reactor states S3 and S4. needless to say, also during this case due to 
the harder spectrum, the boron worth is reduced within the MOX assembly with 
reference to the LEU assembly. 

 

Table 10.  UGD. Reactivity Effects, 100*(Kinit-Kfin)  

 

Initial 
state  

Final 
state  

Comment   Serpent(SE) 

[ENDF/B-
VI.8] 

Serpent 

[ENDF/B-
VII]  

Serpent 

[JEFF-
2.2] 

Serpent 

[JEFF-
3.1] 

Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

S1  S2  Xe+Sm, 
Cb>0  

-4.1 -4.06  -4.09 -4.02 -4.03 

S2 S3 Boron 0.6 
g/kg 

-1.4 -0.978 -1.43 -1.46 -1.37 

S3  S4 T fuel 
,Cb>0  

-6.02 -6.41 -6.02 -5.97 -5.98 

S4  S5  T all 
,Cb=0  

-7.28 -7.31 -6.98 -7.31 -6.86 

 
Table 11.  MOXGD. Reactivity Effects, 100*(Kinit-Kfin) 

Initial 
state  

Final 
state  

Comment   Serpent(SE) 

[ENDF/B-
VI.8] 

Serpent 

[ENDF/B-
VII]  

Serpent 

[JEFF-
2.2] 

Serpent 

[JEFF-
3.1] 

Benchmark 
Mean (BM) 

S1  S2  Xe+Sm, 
Cb>0  

-2.72 -3.41  -3.31 -3.33 -3.33 

S2 S3 Boron 0.6 
g/kg 

-1.82 -1.71 -1.7 -1.68 -1.74 

S3  S4 T fuel 
,Cb>0  

-3.52 -3.46 -3.51 -3.49 -3.49 

S4  S5  T all 
,Cb=0  

-8.15 -8.1 -8.17 -8.19 -7.87 
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5.2.3. Isotopic composition Changes with Burn up 

Assembly averaged isotopic compositions versus burnup also as isotopic 
compositions within the corner cell 1 and fuel gadolinium ell 24 for the LEU and 
MOX variants are presented in Figs. 16–27 as predicted by the SERPENT software 
A generally good agreement over the whole irradiation period between SERPENT 
solutions and therefore the benchmark mean values are often outlined for the 
nuclides 235U, 236U, 238U, 239Pu, 240Pu, and 135Xe. For the uranium isotopes 
the agreement is superb, however some slight discrepancies which are increasing 
with the burnup are often observed for the plutonium isotopes, particularly within the 
case of 241Pu build-up. As far because the fission product poisons are concerned, 
for the 135Xe the SERPENT solutions are on the brink of one another and that they 
are systematically slightly underestimated compared to the benchmark mean values. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 16.  Average concentration 

vs.Burnup for uranium isotope 
235

U in 

LEU  

Fig 17.  Average concentration 

vs.Burnup for uranium isotope 
236

U in 

LEU  

Fig 18.  Average concentration 

vs.Burnup for uranium isotope 
238

U in 

LEU  

Fig 19.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for Plutonium isotope 239 Pu in LEU  
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Fig 20.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for Plutonium isotope 240 Pu in LEU  
Fig 21.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for Xenon isotope 135 Xe in LEU  

Fig 22.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for uranium isotope 235U in MOX  

Fig 23.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for uranium isotope 236U in MOX  

Fig 24.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for uranium isotope 238U in MOX  Fig 25.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for Plutonium isotope 239 Pu in MOX  
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Conclusions 

Neutronic calculations for the WWER-1000 LEU and MOX-FAs using the GETERA 
software tool were performed based on the BNAB-93 nuclear-data library. The major 
difference between the two assemblies was found in the more difficult neutron 
spectrum in the MOX assembly, which has few ernegative effects upon the 
reactivation of 135Xe and 149Sm poisons and the addition of soluble boron. Results 
obtained using GETERA software were compared with the benchmark-mean values 
and with different results obtained by other codes. The comparison showed good 
performance of the code and confirmed GETERA's ability to generate adequate 
solutions, not only for single-cell engineering but also for multi-cell engineering. The 
code performance could be improved if the gadolinium isotopes 152Gd, 158Gd, 160Gd 
are added. 

The OECD WWER-1000 LEU and MOX burnup computational benchmark has been 
analyzed by means of the SERPENT software and new solutions are produced 
using ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDF/B-VII, JEFF-2.2 and JEFF-3.1 nuclear data libraries. The 
comparison of our results with those available in literature shows generally a decent 
agreement over all the reactor states considered in terms of reactivity values, pin-by-
pin fission rates distributions and nuclide concentration. 
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Fig 26.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for Plutonium isotope 240 Pu in MOX  

 

Fig 27.  Average concentration vs.Burnup 

for Xenon isotope 135 Xe in MOX 
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